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A floor with a soul. 
Rustic, aged, brushed, or hand-scraped... 
Every finish of BerryAlloc’s Les Iconics collection 
elicits a different emotion. 

Allow yourself to be swept away by the patina 
of time! Surrender your home to an authentic 
look and feel. Let the oak share its stories. 

Focus on age-old expertise and rediscover the 
lost art of hand-scraped parquet. Open the door 
between old and new for a wonderful, unique 
look. Choose between Aged, Rustic, Chevron, 
or Herringbone: set your parquet as the centre 
stage for your most inspiring furniture pieces 
and fulfil your wildest interior design dreams. 

You can’t go wrong with this quintessential 
collection and its exceptional finishes. Make any 
lifestyle iconic with Les Iconics. Dream, dance, 
create moments of joy, and take your time to 
admire it, every day. Create history, your story, 
without ever having to worry about your floor. 

relax, it’s BerryAlloc.Oak Aged Neroli
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les iconics.

Once upon a time,  
there was aged  
parquet. 
Now, more than ever, does the spirit of 
aged parquet bring an extra level of depth 
to a modern interior. Created from oak, 
Les Iconics echoes the parquet floors in grand 
manor houses of old. The use of incredibly 
unique mechanical and manual procedures 
results in an exceptional look and feel. 
Hammered bevels create irregular edges, 
intense brushing to reproduce an age-old 
effect, barely detectable traces of saw or 
scuff marks…

Beneath the genuine charm lies prowess 
that leaves nothing to chance. Not even your 
encounter with these exceptional, timeless 
planks! Appearance, colour, texture… these 
have all been taken care of in order to lay 
the very best, ultra-resistant, aged parquet 
at your feet. Naturally oiled, brushed, 
or smoked – the rigorous minimalism of 
our Aged, Rustic, Chevron, or Herringbone 
will fulfill your greatest desires. 

Oak Rustic Hortus
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les iconics.

Galanga 61001250

Massala 61001249

Aged gives every appearance of 
a sturdy, old parquet, renovated 
by hand. Its irresistible aesthetics 
accentuate every single detail 
of your home. 

Use each tiny crack and colour nuance  
to your advantage with Neroli, Badiane, 
Galanga, and Massala. 

The parquet’s depth and warmth comes 
from ageing the natural wood shade. 

Slight traces of sawing. 
The surface is hand-scraped,  
for an old, crafted effect. 
Naturally oiled.

Aged.

Pick  
a surface.

Oak Aged Galanga
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Neroli 61001247

Badiane 61001248

A beautiful 
parquet floor  
to tell your  
story. 

Aged.

Oak Aged Badiane
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les iconics.

Fashioned using traditional 
craftsmanship, Rustic’s deep-
brushed finish creates that 
distinct character of an old 
parquet floor.

Sylva and Bosco
Brushed and hand-scraped oak,  
with an aged effect.

Altis and Hortus
Hand-scraped oak with traces  
of sawing and an aged effect.  
Different thicknesses to imitate the  
irregular effect of an old floor for Altis.

Rustic.

Bosco 61001246

Sylva 61001243

Chêne Aged Lutece (herringbone)
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Altis 61001245

Hortus 61001244

I’m 
not old. 
I’m  
vintage…

Rustic.

Oak Rustic Altis
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les iconics.

Bring the 19th century back 
into fashion with Chevron & 
Herringbone. Adopt the elegance 
of the early modern age, relevant 
from Paris to Brussels, stopping 
by Lausanne! 

Two formats, one shade. Choose between 
different moods and styles. Large knots 
and discreet irregularities are present for 
a classic and traditional look. 

Herringbone pattern: a typicality of 
upper-middle class Bruxellois apartments. 
Planks are cut at a 90° angle and laid 
perpendicularly to create a zigzag pattern. 

Chevron: planks are cut at a 45° angle  
to create a perfect V-shape. 

Herringbone 
or Chevron.

Herringbone Lutece 61001251

Chevron Lutece 61001252
Oak Rustic Bosco
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les iconics.

Galanga
61001250

Bosco
61001246

Badiane 
61001248

Hortus
61001244

Massala
61001249

Sylva
61001243

Neroli
61001247

Altis
61001245

Rustic.

Aged.

A bit of 
Haussman 
in a tough 
world. 

Chevron Lutece
61001252

Herringbone Lutece
61001251

Oak Lutece (Chevron)
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Technical guide.

product description Single plank Single plank Herringbone Chevron
Flooring shades Galanga, 

Massala, 
Badiana, 

Neroli

Altis
Bosco,  
Sylva,  

Hortus
Lutece Lutece

Wood choice - Aged Rustic

Oak facing thickness mm 4 3,5/3/4 3,5 3,5 3,5

Residential warranty - 30 years

Total thickness (tol ±0,2) mm 15 15/14/16 15 15 15

Total weight kg/m² 9,8 kg 8,3 kg 8 kg 8 kg 8 kg

Format
mm 1 900 x 190

1 900 x 190
1 220 x 190
  680 x 190

1 900 x 190 600 x 125 636 x 125

Box contents - 6 planks
2,166 m²

± 10 planks
2,166 m²

6 planks
2,166 m²

16 planks
1,20 m²

16 planks
1,272 m²

Pallet contents - 45 boxes
97,47 m²

50 boxes
108,30 m²

50 boxes
108,30 m²

56 boxes
67,2 m²

56 boxes
71,232 m²

Intermediate layer - Plywood Spruce

Installation system - Tongue and groove

Surface treatment - Natural oil

Compatibility with  
underfloor heating - Compatible with water-based underfloor heating at low-temperatures,  

full glue down (see conditions)

Thermal resistance m².K/W 0,095 0,116

Fire resistance EN 13 501-1 Dfl-s1

CE Marking EN 14342 CE

Formaldehyde emissions EN 717-1 E1

VOC emissions ISO 16 000-9 A



BerryAlloc
1790 Route de Paris
03360 Meaulne-Vitray
France
T +33 4 70 08 15 15
F +33 4 70 08 15 02
info@berryalloc.com
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